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Abstract: In recent years, digital frame cameras have been increasingly used for remote sensing
applications. However, it is always a challenge to align or register images captured with different
cameras or different imaging sensor units. In this research, a novel registration method was
proposed. Coarse registration was first applied to approximately align the sensed and reference
images. Window selection was then used to reduce the search space and a histogram specification
was applied to optimize the grayscale similarity between the images. After comparisons with
other commonly-used detectors, the fast corner detector, FAST (Features from Accelerated Segment
Test), was selected to extract the feature points. The matching point pairs were then detected
between the images, the outliers were eliminated, and geometric transformation was performed.
The appropriate window size was searched and set to one-tenth of the image width. The images
that were acquired by a two-camera system, a camera with five imaging sensors, and a camera with
replaceable filters mounted on a manned aircraft, an unmanned aerial vehicle, and a ground-based
platform, respectively, were used to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. The image
analysis results showed that, through the appropriate window selection and histogram specification,
the number of correctly matched point pairs had increased by 11.30 times, and that the correct
matching rate had increased by 36%, compared with the results based on FAST alone. The root mean
square error (RMSE) in the x and y directions was generally within 0.5 pixels. In comparison with the
binary robust invariant scalable keypoints (BRISK), curvature scale space (CSS), Harris, speed up
robust features (SURF), and commercial software ERDAS and ENVI, this method resulted in larger
numbers of correct matching pairs and smaller, more consistent RMSE. Furthermore, it was not
necessary to choose any tie control points manually before registration. The results from this study
indicate that the proposed method can be effective for registering optical multimodal remote sensing
images that have been captured with different imaging sensors.
Remote Sens. 2018, 10, 663; doi:10.3390/rs10050663 www.mdpi.com/journal/remotesensing
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1. Introduction
Image registration is an important image pre-processing procedure [1] that is required to align the
images that are captured with different imaging sensors in remote sensing. Depending on particular
applications, image registration involves the alignment of two or more images from optical imaging
cameras or image data from other sources, such as digital elevation models [2], captured at different
times and from different viewpoints [3] or by different sensors [4]. Through image registration,
temporal images could be used for a time series analysis [5], and images from different viewpoints
could generate new data, such as digital surface models (DSM) [6]. Although some remote sensing
sensors can capture multispectral images without the need for image alignment, most airborne
multispectral imaging systems capture multispectral images with multiple cameras or imaging sensors
that require image-to-image alignment.
With the development of small unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) as well as the miniaturization of
digital cameras in recent years, digital frame cameras are commonly used to capture aerial images for
remote sensing applications [7]. Most digital frame cameras can only obtain red, green, and blue (RGB)
color images. However, in many applications, such as in agriculture and natural resources, which focus
on vegetation, cameras with visible bands alone cannot meet the requirement for vegetation monitoring.
Therefore, modified consumer-grade cameras have increasingly been used to capture near-infrared
(NIR) band images. Some imaging systems employ two or three separate consumer-grade cameras
with one original camera to capture RGB spectral bands and the other one or two cameras are modified
to capture red-edge (RDG) and/or NIR band images [8]. Some imaging systems integrate four or more
imaging sensor units with one sensor for each spectral band. This type of imaging system usually has
a common trigger to simultaneously capture and store images from the separate imaging units [9,10].
In laboratory or field experiments, a single camera is sometimes used to capture multispectral band
images by changing different filters [11]. Some commonly-used multispectral imaging systems that
are based on digital frame cameras are shown in Figure 1.
Although imaging systems that are based on digital frame cameras require image registration
and radiometric calibration, they have many advantages for remote sensing, including their low
cost, small size, and ease of use [12]. Unlike some scientific multispectral or hyperspectral cameras,
which are based on the line array sensors, which do not need alignment, commonly-used multispectral
cameras with frame sensors require all of the spectral bands to be aligned to one another. As all of
the bands have different spectral ranges, it is sometimes difficult to identify common feature points
among the band images, especially between the visible and NIR bands.
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Figure 1. Commonly-used multispectral cameras with frame sensors: (a) two-camera imaging
system [8], consisting of two consumer-grade Nikon D90 cameras with Nikkor 24 mm lenses, two
Nikon GP-1A global positioning system (GPS) receivers, a 7-inch portable liquid crystal display (LCD)
video monitor, and a wireless remote shutter release; (b) five-b nd Rededge imaging system with
five imagi units (MicaSense, Inc., Seattle, WA, USA); and (c) a single-camera imaging system based
on changeable filters, namely, a Nikon D7000 with changeable filters) [13].
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The automatic image registration methods are usually characterized as area-based or
feature-based [14]. Area-based methods are mainly based on cross-correlation, Fourier techniques,
mutual information, and optimization algorithms [15]. Area-based algorithms are usually exploited for
directly matching image intensities, instead of constructing an explicit correspondence by local shapes
or structures in the two images [14,16], which are limited by the matching window size and similarity
of the image pairs. In addition, intensities that are extracted by area-based methods contain little
explicit information, which causes unreliable registration results [17]. Therefore, area-based methods
are inadequate for multimodal remote sensing images registration, since a huge discrepancy exists
between the images that are to be matched, because of the differences in the spectral response ranges
of the sensors.
Therefore, for multi-sensor image registration, feature-based techniques are commonly used,
because these algorithms usually extract salient features, such as points, contours, and regions [18].
Feature-based registration algorithms extract distinctive, highly informative feature objects first.
Some operators, such as scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [19–21], curvature scale space
(CSS), Harris [22], speed up robust features (SURF) [23], and features from accelerated segment
test (FAST) [24] are frequently used for feature point extraction. Many studies have compared the
performances of various point detectors, proving that only a few are useful for the registration of
remote sensing images, as a result of their characteristic of being computationally intensive [25].
The overall goal of this study was to develop a novel method for the registration of optical
multimodal remote sensing images that were acquired by digital frame cameras, in order to increase
matching points and matching accuracy, as compared to the commonly-used methods. The specific
objectives were as follows: (1) select a feasible detector for the feature extraction from multimodal
remote sensing images, by comparing the detection speed and correct matching rate; (2) optimize the
window size in order to limit the scope of the image registration and to increase the correct matching
pair numbers and correct matching rate; and (3) use histogram specification to improve the grayscale
similarity between the subimages within windows.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, imaging systems, test images, and test
platforms are introduced and the proposed registration method is described in detail. The registration
results are presented and analyzed in Section 3. In Section 4, the appropriate window size selection and
the importance of histogram specification within windows are discussed, and the proposed method
is compared with the state-of-the-art methods and commercial software, ERDAS and ENVI. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Imaging Systems and Test Images
In this study, three typical multispectral imaging systems were used, including a single camera
with changeable filters, a dual-camera imaging system, and a five-band multi-lens camera. Images that
were captured by the three imaging systems were used for image registration.
2.1.1. Multispectral Imaging Camera Based on Changeable Filters
A Nikon D7000 camera with a Nikon 50 mm f/1.4D fixed focus lens (Nikon, Inc., Tokyo, Japan)
was modified as a multispectral imaging unit (Figure 1). The camera was used to capture RGB images
and different NIR images of rice plants, by replacing the NIR-blocking filter in front of the sensor with
different filters (IR-cut filters and 650 nm, 680 nm, 720 nm, 760 nm, and 850 nm long-pass NIR filters).
Each image was recorded in 8-bit tagged image file format (TIFF) with 4928 × 3264 pixels, and was
named Image Set I (Figure 2). This unit was the ground-based imaging platform that was typically
used in laboratory settings, with the same optical axis and angular field of view.
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Figure 2. Image Set I: rice plant images with ite anels in the top right corner and gray reflectance
panels in the bottom right corner, which were captured on the ground, indicate the following: (a) red,
green, and blue (RGB) visible image; (b) 650 nm near-infrared (NIR) image; (c) 680 nm NIR image;
(d) 720 nm NIR image; (e) 760 nm NIR image; and (f) 850 nm NIR image.
2.1.2. Dual-Camera Imaging System
A mul ispectral maging system with two consumer-grade cameras, that was assembled
by the scientists at the Aerial Application Technology Research Unit at the U.S. D par ment of
Agriculture-Agricultural Research Service’s Southern Plains Agricultural Research Center in College
Station, Texas, was used [8]. This imaging system included two Nikon D90 digital complementary
metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) cameras with Nikon AF Nikkor 24 mm f/2.8D lenses (Nikon, Inc.,
Melville, NY, USA). One camera was used to capture the three-band RGB images. The other camera
was modified to capture NIR images, after the infrared-blocking filter installed in front of the CMOS
of the camera was replaced with a 720 nm long-pass filter (Life Pixel Infrared, Mukilteo, WA, USA).
This dual-camera imaging system was attache via a camera mount box on to an Air Tractor AT-402B
agricultural aircraft. The images were tak n under sunny conditions from a cropping area near College
Station, Texas, USA ith a ground speed of 225 km/h (140 mph), at an altitude of approximate 1524 m
(5000 ft.) above the ground level, on 15 July 2015. Each image contained 4288 × 2848 pixels and was
recorded in both joint photographic experts group (JPEG) and 12-bit raw format. Figure 3 shows a pair
of RGB and NIR images, referred to as Global Image Set II. A subset pair of the two images, referred to
as Local Set II, is also shown in Figure 3. It can be seen from the RGB and NIR images, that the contrast
of the NIR image was far less than that of the RGB visible image.
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Figure 3. Global Image Set II and Local Set II: images near College Station, Texas, USA. (a) Global RGB
visible image; (b) Global NIR image; (c) Local RGB visible image; and (d) Local NIR image. The Local
Set images contained 400 × 300 pixels extracted from the same area on the corresponding Global
Set images.
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2.1.3. Five-Band Multispectral Imaging System
A light and miniature Rededge multispectral camera (Micasense, Inc., Fremont, CA, USA)
with five imaging units was used to obtain images in blue (465–485 nm), green (550–570 nm),
red (663–673 nm), NIR (820–860 nm), and red-edge (712–722 nm) bands, separately and simultaneously.
The Rededge camera was carried on a small quadrotor UAV, named the Phantom 3 Advanced (DJI, Inc.,
Shenzhen, China), at an altitude of 40 m on 30 August 2015, in order to obtain multispectral images
from field plots in a trial evaluating disease resistance in rice cultivars at the Texas A&M AgriLife
Research and Extension Center, Beaumont, Texas, USA. The images shown in Figure 4, referred to as
Image Set III, contained 1280 × 960 pixels and were recorded in 16-bit TIFF format.
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Figure 4. Image Set III: images from field plots in a trial evaluating disease resistance in rice cultivars at
the Texas A&M AgriLife Research and Extension Center, Beaumont, Texas, USA were taken as follows:
(a) blue band image; (b) green band image; (c) red band image; (d) NIR band image; and (e) red-edge
band image.
2.1.4. Test Images
Image registration involved the alignment of a sensed image to a reference image. The sensed
image needed to be transformed in order to match the reference image. hether one image was
considered as the reference depended on the number of feature points that could be selected as window
centers from the image. Although only a small number of feature points could be extracted from the
low contrast images, subimage pairs that were centered on such points could be very distinctive and
informative. However, low contrast subimages that were centered on some feature points of a high
contrast image might have contained less information. Therefore, the low contrast image should be
selected as the reference image. The selection of appropriate windows and the acquisition of subimage
pairs will be described in detail, later. Therefore, for Image Set I, the 650 nm, 680 nm, 720 nm, 760 nm,
and 850 nm NIR images were used as reference images separately, while the RGB image was used as
the sensed image. For Image Set II, the NIR image was the reference image and the RGB image was the
sensed image. For Image Set III, green, red, NIR, and red-edge images were used as reference images
separately, and the blue band image was used as the sensed image. All of the images were converted
to grayscale images for registration.
. . t l tf ft
I proces ing was performed on a computer with an Intel Core i7, 2.60 GHz, 8.00 GB memory,
and Windows 8.1 operating system. Matlab 2014 (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) was used for
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the analysis. In addition, the AutoSync module in ERDAS Imagine (Intergraph Corporation, Madison,
AL, USA) and the Automatic Registration in ENVI 5.1 (Exelis Visual Information Solutions, Boulder,
CO, USA) were used for comparison with the proposed method in this study.
2.3. Registration Method
A widely accepted framework of an image registration algorithm, as given by Brown [26], had four
standard elements, including search space, feature space, similarity metric, and search strategy. In this
research, a novel registration method for optical multimodal remote sensing images was proposed.
Firstly, coarse registration was applied to approximately align the sensed and reference images, window
selection was used in order to reduce the search space, and histogram specification was carried out
in order to optimize the similarity between the search spaces of the images. Secondly, feature points
were extracted from subimages. Thirdly, a similarity metric was used to match the feature points
locally, and mismatches were then eliminated globally. Lastly, a geometric transformation was applied.
The specific steps are shown in Figure 5.
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Step 1: Coarse registration. Using the histogram specification algorithm, the reference image
with low contrast was specified to the s nsed image with high contrast globally, and then an enhanced
reference image was obtained. Next, the feature points were extracted from the sensed and enhanced
reference images, separately. If the correct matching pairs could be detected, the average relative offset
was calculated; otherwise, the approximate relative offset was estimated visually. If there was no
offset, the offset was set to zero. Based on the offset, the sensed image was panned to the enhanced
reference image.
Step 2: Window selection. Certain feature points of the enhanced reference image were selected
as window centers. Afterwards, windows were set to b sequentially center d o these cent rs, so that
the subimages of the reference and se sed images with the same siz were prepared.
Step 3: Local histogr m specification. For e ch set of subimages, the refer nce subimage with
the low contrast was specified, again, to the sensed subimage with the high contrast.
Step 4: Extract feature points from subimages. Feature points were extracted from a set of
subimages within the scope of the windows.
Step 5: Match locally. The matched pairs of each set of subimages within the windows were
detected in turn. Afterwards, duplications from different windows were eliminated, leaving all of the
matching pairs of the set of the whole images without duplications.
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Step 6: Eliminate mismatches globally. False matching pairs were removed from all of the pairs
of the whole images, leaving only the correct matching pairs. The correct matching rate was then
calculated. Then, the optimal window radius for each image pair was searched. Considering the
relationship between the optimal radius and the image width, the appropriate window radius size for
any image was obtained, based on the image width.
Step 7: Transformation. By using the transformation model, which was calculated based on
the coordinates of correct matching pairs, the sensed image was transformed to the reference image.
The root mean square error (RMSE) was calculated to verify the accuracy of the registration.
In addition to the above steps, some key processes are explained below in more detail,
including the selection of feature detectors, histogram specification, window selection, local matching,
elimination of mismatches, and global transformation.
2.3.1. Selection of Feature Detectors
A selection of corresponding elements, such as pairs of good control points, in the reference and
sensed images was necessary in order to determine an appropriate transformation. Lowe used the
Difference of Gaussians (DoG) to find points in an image [27]. Since DoG approximated the Laplacian
of Gaussian (LoG), the obtained detector behaved like the blob detector of Lindeberg [28]. Lowe named
the detector that was obtained from the DoG operator SIFT, for scale-invariant feature transformation.
In SIFT, a local extremum at a resolution was considered as a feature point, if its value was smaller or
larger than all of its 26 neighbors in the scale space.
To find the size of a round blob, rather than tracking the extrema of the DoG or LoG, Bay et al.
suggested that the locally maximum determinant of the Hessian matrix in scale space be taken and the
scale at which the determinant became the maximum could be used. This detector had a repeatability
that was comparable to or better than that of SIFT, while being computationally faster [29].
Curvature scale space (CSS) was proposed by Farzin Mokhtarian and Riku Suomela [30]. The first
step was to extract the edges from the original image, using the Canny detector. The corner points
of an image were defined as points where the image edges had their maxima of absolute curvature.
The corner points were detected at a high scale of the CSS and were tracked through multiple lower
scales to improve the localization.
The Harris corner detection algorithm was proposed by Chris Harris and Mike Stephens in
1988 [31]. The Harris corner detection used the moving window to calculate the change of gray values
in the image. The key process included converting the images into grayscale images, calculating
difference in the images, Gaussian smoothing, calculating the local extreme values, and confirming the
corner points.
FAST, a fast corner feature detection operator, was proposed by Rosten and Drummond in
2006 [32]. FAST selected a pixel as a corner if the intensities of n contiguous pixels along a circle of
radius 3 pixels, centered at the pixel, were all greater than the intensity of the center pixel plus a
threshold value (or less than the intensity of the center pixel minus a threshold value).
In this study, the detection speed and correct matching rate of the above point detectors were
compared in order to select a suitable detector, which laid the foundation for the subsequent steps of
image registration.
2.3.2. Histogram Specification
Histogram specification (HS) or histogram matching, as an image enhancement technique,
transformed an image according to a specified gray level histogram [33]. Given two images, namely
the reference image with a low contrast and the sensed image with a high contrast, their histograms
were computed. The cumulative distribution functions of the histograms of the two images, F1() for
the reference image and F2() for the sensed image, were calculated. Then, for each gray level G1 in the
range of 0–255, the gray level G2 was found, for which F1(G1) = F2(G2), which resulted in the histogram
specification function M(G1) = G2. Finally, the function M() was applied on each pixel of the reference
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image. HS could be used to normalize two images, when the images were acquired over the same
location by different sensors.
For example, the NIR image in Local Set II had a low contrast. The low contrast of the NIR
image was not conducive for feature point extraction and the low grayscale similarity was negative for
subsequent matching. In order to enhance the contrast of the NIR image and increase the grayscale
similarity between the NIR and RGB images, histogram specification was applied in order to convert
the grayscale histogram of the NIR image into that of the RGB image, as shown in Figure 6. Clearly,
the transformed histogram of the grayscale NIR image, shown in Figure 6c, had a much wider
range and was very similar to the histogram of the RGB grayscale image, shown in Figure 6a.
Correspondingly, the grayscale similarity between the RGB and NIR grayscale images were greatly
enhanced, as shown in Figure 7.
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However, the histogr m processing methods mentioned above are for global transformation.
The unction is designed according to the gr y level distribution over an entire image.
Global tran for ation methods might not suitable for nhancing details over s ll areas.
The number of pixels in these small areas might have a negligible influe ce on designing the global
t an formation function. Therefore, in this study, the window selection was used. In addition to the
process of coarse registrati n, histogram specification was applied to subimages within the windows in
ord r to enhance local information, which greatly improved the correlation between entire multimodal
images. Thus, more common points could be detected and the correct matching rate could be enhanced.
2.3.3. indo Selection and Local Matching
In t experiment , square windows were selected, with a size of (2 × radius + 1) × (2 × ra ius + 1).
The radius was set based on the image siz . Aft r the histogram specification was applied to the
reference subimage, the matching pairs were detected locally.
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Much research had been conducted on algorithms for matching point features. The nearest
neighbor ratio (NNR) was used to detect matching pairs. The sum of square differences (SSD) was
a commonly-used distance metric function. When the distance ratio of the nearest neighbor to the
second nearest neighbor was less than a certain threshold, the closest feature points were used as the
matching points; otherwise, there was no matching pair. By default, the ratio was set to 0.6 in this
study. A diagram of window selection and local matching is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Diagram of window selection and local matching: (a) sensed image, a grayscale RGB image;
and (b) reference image, a grayscale NIR image. This set of images is the Local Set II. The feature
points (the red points in Figure 8b) were first extracted from the reference image. A window was
centered on one of the feature points, and then pair of windows (the red solid line squares) for
the pair of subimages with e same size was obtained. For each pair of sub mages, th r ference
subimage (the image within the red solid line square in Figure 8b) was specified to the sensed subimage
(the image within the red solid line square in Figure 8a) by histogram specification in order to enhance
contrast. Afterwards, the feature points (the blue points within the red solid line squares) of the pair of
subimages were extracted and the pairs were matched (the blue lines). After the center of the window
was moved to the next reference feature point (the next red point), the process iterated until all of
matching pairs were detected in the entire images.
2.3.4. Elimination of Mismatches and Global Transformation
After duplications from the different windows were eliminated, all of the unique matching point
pairs for the set of whole images were obtained. However, there were still outliers. Therefore, the false
corresponding pairs were discarded by the robust estimation of the affine transformation model with
an m-estimator sample consensus (MSAC) [34]. The main geometric relationship could be represented
by the affine transformation model. MSAC utilized this spatial relationship in order to eliminate the
false matched corner points. It was an improve version of the Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC)
algorithm, which had been widely used for rejecting outliers in point matching. Both of the algorithms
first estimated the affine model with three randomly selected points. Then, the transformation model




where i is the number of matched corner points and ρ is the error term defined in Equation (2):
ρ(e2i ) =
{
I, i f e2i < Tm
Tm, i f e2i ≥ Tm
(2)
where Tm is the threshold beyond which the matched point pairs are considered outliers for the
transformation model and I is a variable that determines the difference between RANSAC and MSAC.
For RANSAC, the error term is given in Equation (3):
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ρ(e2i ) = I = 0, i f e
2
i < Tm (3)
which means that the inliers have no effect on the estimated transformation model. For MSAC, the error
term is given in Equation (4):
ρ(e2i ) = I = e
2
i , i f e
2
i < Tm (4)
which means that every inlier has a different impact on the cost function that is used for defining
a transformation model [35]. By default, the number of maximum random trails was set to 1000
for finding the inliers, and the confidence of finding maximum number of inliers was set to 0.99.
Furthermore, the maximum distance in pixels, from a point to the estimated transformation of its
corresponding point, was set to 1.5.
A transformation function that used the coordinates of the corresponding control points identified
in two images in order to estimate the geometric relation between the images, which was then used
to transform the geometry of the sensed image to that of the reference, in order to spatially align the
images. There were some deformations between optical multimodal remote sensing images, such as
translation, rotation, scaling, shearing, or any combination of these. Therefore, an affine geometric
transformation was adopted. In this process, the point matrix in the reference image is p = f (x, y, z),
and that of the sensed image is q = F (x′, y′, z′). The relation between the two images is p = H · q, and H
















 = H·q (5)
where hij (i = 1, 2, 3; j = 1, 2, 3) are elements of H and hi (i = 1, 2, 3) is (hi1, hi2, hi3). For the affine
transformation, h31 = h32 = 0, and h33 = 1.
3. Results
3.1. Comparison of Feature Detectors
Using the reference and sensed images in Local Image Set II with 400 × 300 pixels as an example,
five different detection algorithms, including SIFT, CSS, Harris, SURF, and FAST, were used to extract
the feature points for matching this set of images. In order to compare the correct matching rate
of different detection algorithms under the same standard, the parameters of the feature detectors
were adjusted so that a similar number of corner points were extracted. NNR was applied to detect
the matching pairs and MSAC was used to eliminate the outliers. The detection speed and correct
matching rate were calculated. Table 1 presents the matching results for the five detectors.
Table 1. Comparison of the detection speed and correct matching rate among five different detectors,
based on the Local Image Set II.
Algorithm Detection Time (s) Count of Points Detection Speed (µs/point) Correct Matching Rate (%)
SIFT 2.83 & 2.04 a 724 & 355 3908.8 & 5746.5 95.5 (21/22) b
CSS 1.07 & 0.65 750 & 347 1426.7 & 1873.2 69.2 (9/13)
Harris 0.69 & 0.56 744 & 346 927.4 & 1618.5 78.3 (18/23)
SURF 0.20 & 0.17 723 & 345 276.6 & 492.8 56.7 (38/67)
FAST 0.10 & 0.09 741 & 341 135.0 & 263.9 95.0 (19/20)
a The first number is for the sensed image and the second number is for the reference image. b The numerator
represents the number of correct matching pairs and the denominator is the number of all of the matching
pairs. SIFT—scale-invariant feature transform; CSS—curvature scale space; SURF—speed up robust features;
FAST—Features from Accelerated Segment Test.
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As shown in Table 1, the advantages of FAST were its rapid detection speed and high correct
matching rate, however the number of correct matching pairs needed to be further increased. SIFT had
the highest correct matching rate, which was only 0.50% higher than FAST, however its detection
speed was the slowest, and the number of correct matching pairs was about the same as it was for
FAST. For SURF, the number of correct matching pairs was the highest, however its correct rate was
the lowest. Therefore, FAST was selected to detect the feature points in this study, considering the
intensive computations that were required for the remote sensing images. As shown in Figure 9,
the registration result was acceptable, with a good overlap and relatively uniform point distribution.
In addition to the use of the FAST algorithm, a method based on the histogram specification within the
windows was proposed, in order to increase the number of correctly matched pairs, and to enhance
the correct matching rate.
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Figure 9. Overlap of the reference image in the bottom (NIR image) with the sensed image on the top
(RGB imag ) with affine transfor tion, based o the FAST matched points. The red circles indicate
the feature points on the NIR image and the gr en plus signs represent those on the RGB image.
The red and green point pairs shown in this figure were the correct matching pairs, after elimination by
m-estimator sample consensus (MSAC).
3.2. Registration Result
One set of optical multimodal remote sensing images acquired by each of the three types of
imaging sensors were tested using the proposed registration method, based on FAST, window selection,
and histogram specification. Firstly, it was essential to search the optimal window radius for each set
of images. By adjusting the minimum accepted quality of the FAST corner points, the number of the
window centers of the reference image was controlled at about 200, and the registration time was set
to be less than 30 s, which result d in relatively uniform window centers and similar onditions for the
subsequent window size compariso . Figure 10 shows the trend graphs of the numbers of all of the
matching pairs and the correct matching pairs for the different window radiuses.
With the increase of the window radius, the number of all of and the correct matching pairs sharply
increased, and then flattened after reaching certain values. The larger the window size, the more
repetitive pairs were detected. Therefore, windows larger than an optimal size did not greatly increase
the number of t correct matchin pairs, but used more compu ing time. The optimal window radius
depended on the actual size and content of the images. Generally, there were more matching pairs
between images with similar wavelengths, such as visible images. For the same window size, more
matching pairs were detected from the Local Set II than from the Global Set II, because there were
richer image content and more landmarks in the Local Set II images.
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Figure 11 shows the trend graphs of the correct matching rate for the different window radiuses.
The correct matching rate decreased with the increase of the window radius. This result demonstrated
that the smaller windows tended to have a higher correct matching rate. Furthermore, for the
registration between the visible images, the correct matching rate was high and was only slightly
affected by the size of the window. However, for registration between the visible and NIR images,
the larger the difference in the image wavelengths, the lower the correct matching rate.
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3.3. Accuracy Assessment
As a result of the differences in grayscale image content, the image registration accuracy varied.
Nevertheless, the RMSE in the x and y directions was generally within 0.5 pixels, as shown in
Figure 12. This accuracy was sufficient for the registration of optical multimodal remote sensing
images. The registration method, based on FAST, window selection, and histogram specification,
was accurate and feasible for practical applications.
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4. Discussion
Since all of the bands of the commonly-used multispectral cameras with frame sensors had
different spectral ranges, it was difficult to identify the common feature points among the band images,
especially between the visible and NIR bands. The proposed method, based on FAST detection,
window selection, and histogram specification, could increase the number of the correct matching
pairs and improve the registration accuracy, by reducing the search space and optimizing the feature
similarity. The simple method with a rapid detection speed was useful for the registration of remote
sensing images, because of their characteristic of being computationally intensive. To further verify
the universality and effectivity of the proposed method, Set I-b, c, d; Set II-b, c, d; and Set III-b, c, d
were added. The search for the appropriate window radius size, which was an important parameter,
was discussed first in this section. Based on the appropriate window radius size, the importance
of the histogram specification within the windows was discussed, and the proposed method was
then compared with the commonly-used methods. The discussion and comparison should have
provided useful information for other research studies of the multimodal remote sensing images
registration methods.
4.1. Search for the ppropriate i o a i s i e
The opti al indo radius size epended on the actual size and content of t e i a es. It as
not feasible to get the best registration result for a set of i ages by constantly setting different values
of t e i o ra ius size, ich as ti e-co su ing. Therefore, it as necessary to search for a
appropriate radius size for each type f t e i es. As shown in Table 2, e iscovered that the
opti al radius size was about one-tenth of the image width. Therefore, the window radius size in
the proposed method should hav been set t on -tenth of the image width. Then, the r riate
i r i s si f i s t s l l t f r t s s t ris .
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Table 2. Appropriate radius size based on the image width. RGB—red, green, and blue; NIR—near-
infrared; RDG—red-edge.











RGB a LP650nm 330 9.89
326
2 RGB LP680nm 310 10.53
3 RGB LP720nm 300 10.88
4 RGB LP760nm 250 13.06
5 RGB LP850nm 470 6.94
6
Set I-b
RGB LP650nm 340 9.6
7 RGB LP680nm 350 9.33
8 RGB LP720nm 350 9.33
9 RGB LP760nm 300 10.88
10 RGB LP850nm 350 9.33
11
Set I-c
RGB LP680nm 350 9.33
12 RGB LP720nm 290 11.26
13 RGB LP850nm 320 10.2
14 RGB a NP670nm 390 8.37
15 RGB NP720nm 370 8.82
16 RGB NP850nm 330 9.89
17
Set I-d
RGB LP680nm 290 11.26
18 RGB LP720nm 390 8.37
19 RGB LP850nm 370 8.82
20 RGB NP670nm 370 8.82
21 RGB NP720nm 360 9.07








24 Set II-b 230 12.38
25 Set II-c 160 17.8







B G 120 8
96
28 B R 80 12
29 B RDG 60 16
30 B NIR 60 16
31
Set III-b
B G 110 8.73
32 B R 70 13.71
33 B RDG 90 10.67
34 B NIR 60 16
35
Set III-c
B G 170 5.65
36 B R 150 6.4
37 B RDG 120 8
38 B NIR 130 7.38
39
Set III-d
B G 150 6.4
40 B R 140 6.86
41 B RDG 150 6.4
42 B NIR 160 6
Mean ratio ≈ 10.
a LP—long-pass NIR filters; NP—narrow-pass NIR filters. b Ratio—width/optimal radius. c Appropriate
radius—width/mean ratio.
4.2. Importance of Histogram Specification within Windows
Firstly, in order to verify the effect of the histogram specification, the FAST algorithm parameters
remained unchanged in this comparison experiment, where the minimum accepted quality of the
corners remained 0.01 and the minimum intensity remained 0.1. A total of 126 feature points from the
initial NIR grayscale image were extracted by FAST, as shown in Figure 13a. In contrast, 1163 feature
points were extracted from the transformed NIR grayscale image with the histogram specification,
as shown in Figure 13b. This result revealed that the histogram specification could significantly
increase the number of feature points in the image with the low contrast. Furthermore, the gray value
similarity between the NIR and RGB images was improved for effective matching of the feature points.
Obviously, if the histogram specification was applied on subimages, the gray value similarity between
the multimodal images would increase.
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(a) initial IR grayscale i age; (b) IR grayscale i age after histogra specification. The feature
points represented by the green plus in (b) re arkably outnu bered those in (a).
Based on the appropriate window radius size calculated previously for each image set,
the number of the correct matching pairs and the correct matching rate using FAST, window selection,
and histogram specification were determined and compared with the matching results that were based
on FAST, only to highlight the effect of the histogram specification within the windows (Figure 14).
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It can be seen from Figur 14 that the number of correct match ng pairs incre sed significantly
and the correct matching rate also improved with the window selection and istogram specification
compared with FAST alone. On average, the number of correct matc ing pair had increased by
11.30 times and the correct matching rate had increased by 36%, compared with those based on FAST
only. As a result of the similarity of the grayscale contrast between visible images, the original FAST
method alone was sufficient. Nevertheless, the proposed method had also improved the matching
results on the visible images. Furthermore, the method was especially suitable for the registration
between the visible and NIR images. In particular, the registration between the blue and NIR images of
Set III-a (ID30) achieved a breakthrough. The number of matching pairs increased from 0 to 8, and the
matching rate increased from 0 to 75%. These results showed that histogram specification within the
windows was effective because it increased the number of correct matching pairs and enhanced the
correct matching rate, on the basis of the FAST detector.
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Since the sensed and reference images had a large overlap, a simple translation made the content
of a pair of subimages more consistent. On the basis of this, the window selection reduced the
corresponding feature search space so as to effectively minimize the possibility that two or more similar
feature points in one image would incorrectly match the same point in the other image. Therefore,
the window selection had reduced the time needed to eliminate the wrong matching pairs and
improved the matching speed. The histogram specification that was applied with windows, enhanced
the grayscale similarity between the sensed and reference subimages. Therefore, the histogram
specification in conjunction with the window selection was very effective in the registration of optical
multimodal remote sensing images.
4.3. Comparison of State-Of-The-Art Methods and the Proposed Method
Figure 15 compares the numbers of correct matching pairs of the binary robust invariant scalable
keypoints (BRISK), CSS, Harris, and SURF, with those of the proposed method. BRISK had a
dramatically lower computational cost (an order of magnitude faster than SURF in cases). The key
to high speed lay in the application of a scale-space FAST-based detector in combination with the
assembly of a bit-string descriptor, from intensity comparisons that were retrieved by a dedicated
sampling of each keypoint neighborhood. However, the performance of BRISK was poor. CSS was
robust with respect to noise and scale, and was more effective for applications such as shape retrieval,
object recognition, and corner detection, however it had a poor performance, with deep and shallow
concavities of the shape, and failed to address the problem of the open curves that were present in the
given shape. The Harris corner detection operator had a rotation invariance but no scale invariance.
SURF was considered as the most computationally efficient among all of the high-performance methods
to date. It exhibited great performance under a variety of image transformations, but it was not very
suitable for optical multimodal remote sensing images. It was clear that the number of correct matching
pairs of the proposed method was significantly larger than the other methods. The effectivity of the
proposed method benefited from the high detection speed of the FAST feature detector, the appropriate
window size to limit the scope of image registration, and the histogram specification in order to
improve the grayscale similarity between the subimages within the windows.
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4.4. Comparison of Software Embedded Methods and the Proposed Method
To further demonstrate the validity, the registration results of the proposed method were
compared with those of the AutoSync module in ERDAS Imagine and the Automatic Registration
in ENVI. The 12 sets of multimodal remote sensing images were registered separately, using the
AutoSync module in the ERDAS Imagine. The image with the low contrast was chosen as the
reference image, so as to be consistent with the tests of the proposed method. Since AutoSync
required a minimum of three points to perform an automatic point measurement on the images
with no coordinate system information, three tie control points were chosen manually before the
automatic registration. Default parameters were used and new tie points were generated by AutoSync
automatically. Automatic Registration in ENVI was used to align the 12 sets of images. Similarly,
the image with the low contrast was chosen as the reference image and three tie control points were
chosen manually before the automatic registration.
From Figure 16, the numbers of correct matching pairs for the proposed method were much
larger than those for ENVI, except for one case and, for ERDAS, except for two cases. The sensed and
reference images for the three cases had very different electromagnetic wavelengths and most of the
matching pairs occurred in relatively homogeneous areas by ERDAS and ENVI, which might not have
been accurate. Moreover, the difference in the image pairs between the software embedded methods
and the proposed method was small for the three cases. In tests 20 and 25, the ERDAS AutoSync
had the following warning, “The contrast of image is very low and it may cause undesirable results,
resulting in the inability to register for image pairs”. Therefore, the proposed method could have
greatly increased the number of the correct matching pairs and was more effective.
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The registration accuracy of the proposed method was accurate and consistent, as shown in
Figure 17. The RMSE values of the proposed method were smaller than those of ENVI, except for one
case, and for ERDAS, except for five cases. As for the six cases, the correct matching pairs that were
extracted by ERDAS and EVNI were far from enough, so the registration accuracy was compromised.
However, the numbers of the correct matching pairs of the proposed method were much larger than
those of ERDAS and ENVI, and the RMSE values of the proposed method were similar to those of
ERDAS and ENVI.
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There were several reasons for the better results from the proposed method than from ERDAS and
ENVI. Firstly, the quality of the input data for the AutoSync module in ERDAS played a crucial role in
determining the registration accuracy and extent of the user intervention that was required. For good
automatic point measurement (APM) performance, the same band or a similar band in the images for
point matching should have been selected, to ensure similarity of radiometric characteristics. Infrared
bands should have generally been avoided [37]. However, input and reference images could differ
greatly in the electromagnetic wavelengths for optical multimodal remote sensing images registration.
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Secondly, being non-isotropic was one of the main problems with Moravec, the interest operator
in ENVI. If an edge was present that was not in the direction of the neighbors (horizontal, vertical,
or diagonal), then the small SSD would be large and the edge would be incorrectly chosen as an
interest point. However, for FAST in the proposed method, the intensities of the contiguous pixels
along a circle with a radius of 3 that was centered at the interest point, were considered.
Thirdly, based on the default distribution, the APM collected matching points within a fixed
area of 512 × 512 pixels, which were centered on the corresponding grid intersection of each
image. AutoSync searched for the corresponding point within a 17 × 17 pixel square window.
For ENVI, the 81× 81 pixel search window was a defined subset of the image, within which the smaller
11 × 11 pixel moving window scanned to find a feature match for a tie point placement [38]. However,
the fixed window size and location might not have been suitable for the multimodal remote sensing
images. In the proposed method, the appropriate window size was varied from the actual image size
and the windows were centered on a certain number of the feature points that extracted in the coarse
registration. The subimage pairs that were centered on such points were generally very distinctive and
informative, which resulted in an appropriate feature search space and more feature points.
Fourthly, the low contrast and grayscale similarity could have led to only a few or no correct
matching points within some of the less distinctive grids, thus wasting time. The actual number
of the corresponding points that were extracted was far less than the default intended number of
points in ERDAS and ENVI. Therefore, in order to identify sufficient match points for different scenes,
it was necessary to manually and constantly adjust the minimum point match quality, correlation
size, and least squares size for ERDAS, as well as the area chip size, minimum correlation, and point
oversampling for ENVI. The adjustments of these parameters did not improve the grayscale similarity
between the image pairs. In the proposed method, the feature similarity could be locally optimized by
the histogram specification within the windows, which contributed to more correct matching pairs
and a higher correct matching rate. Moreover, no initial points needed to be manually selected using
the method so as to avoid operational uncertainty and reduce adverse effects on subsequent analysis.
Although ERDAS and ENVI, two of themost commonly-used image processing software packages,
had flexible user interfaces and registration modules, they were not as effective as the proposed method
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was for the registration of optical multimodal remote sensing images. The proposed method employed
a combination of FAST, window selection, and histogram specification in order to deal with the
differences in the spectral response of sensors and the low correlations in grayscale values between the
sensed and reference images.
5. Conclusions
In this research, a novel method was proposed for the registration of optical multimodal
remote sensing images, based on FAST detection, window selection, and histogram specification.
The commonly-used multispectral cameras with digital frame sensors were used to acquire RGB,
red-edge, and NIR images. The image analysis showed that the FAST detector with a rapid processing
speed was suitable for extracting feature points for subsequent point matching. Since the window
selection reduced the search space and the histogram specification optimized the feature similarity,
the combination of these two techniques made the number of correctly matched point pairs increase
by 11.30 times and the correct matching rate increase by 36%, compared with the results based on
FAST alone.
As the window radius increased, the number of all of and the correct matching pairs sharply
increased and then flattened. There were more matching pairs between the images with similar
wavelengths or the images with a richer content and more obvious structure. Smaller windows tended
to increase the correct matching rate. The appropriate window radius was thoroughly searched and
set to one-tenth of the image width in the proposed method. Furthermore, the RMSE values in x and
y directions were generally within 0.5 pixels for the proposed method. This accuracy was sufficient
for the registration of optical multimodal remote sensing images. The proposed method performed
generally better than the other state-of-the-art methods and the automatic registration modules built in
ERDAS and ENVI. In addition, there was no need to manually select any initial points in the proposed
method before registration.
Future research is needed to refine the method proposed in this study for specific applications,
so that it can be used for the registration of optical multimodal remote sensing images. More research
is also needed in order to evaluate the window selection and histogram specification, with FAST and
other detectors, for registering the remote sensing images and other spatial data, such as Lidar.
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